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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel flow metric learning architecture in a parametric multispeaker expressive text-to-speech (TTS) system. We proposed inverse autoregressive flow (IAF) as a way to perform the variational inference, thus providing flexible approximate posterior distribution. The proposed approach condition the text-to-speech system on speaker embeddings so that latent space represents the emotion as semantic characteristics. For representing the speaker, we extracted speaker embeddings from the x-vector based speaker recognition model trained on speech data from many speakers. To predict the vocoder features, we used the acoustic model conditioned on the textual features as well as on the speaker embedding. We transferred the expressivity by using the mean of the latent variables for each emotion to generate expressive speech in different speaker’s voices for which no expressive speech data is available.

We compared the results obtained using flow-based variational inference with variational autoencoder as a baseline model. The performance measured by mean opinion score (MOS), speaker MOS, and expressive MOS shows that N-pair loss based deep metric learning along with IAF model improves the transfer of expressivity in the desired speaker’s voice in synthesized speech.

Index Terms: text-to-speech, variational autoencoder, inverse autoregressive flow, deep metric learning, expressivity

1. Introduction

The parameterization of speech is still a bolleneck step in an state-of-art text-to-speech system. The development of end-to-end text-to-speech models heavily relies on encoder-decoder attention based neural network architectures which map textual vector representation to a sequence of frames of spectrograms [1–4]. Currently, the speaking style of the synthesized speech signal is neutral, as a result of the type of speech data used for training text-to-speech systems. Multispeaker expressive speech synthesis is still an open problem due to the limited availability of expressive speech corpora and time involved in the collection and annotation of such corpora for a new speaker.

Recent successes of variational inference in bayesian learning paved the way to obtain state-of-art results in various applications such as semi-supervised classification [5], generative models of images [6], voice conversion [7] and is widely used as a tool for investigating latent space for analysis of semantic information [8]. In spite of these state-of-art results, the ability of variational inference is constrained due to intractable posterior distributions to be approximated by the class of known probability distributions, over which we search for the best approximation to the true posterior [9]. The central issue in variational inference is the selection of approximate posterior distribution. In proposed inverse autoregressive flow model posterior distributions are formulated using a series of cascaded invertible transformations to map simple initial density to arbitrarily complex, flexible distribution with tractable Jacobians [10]. These cascaded transformations are called as normalizing flows.

Inverse autoregressive flow (IAF) models have been used previously in the context of speech processing applications. For fast and high-fidelity wavenet based speech synthesis, the authors in [11] proposed probability density distillation to fill in the bridge between trained Wavenet as teacher model and IAF as a student model. In [12], the authors proposed a universal audio synthesizer built using normalizing flows to learn the latent space representation for semantic control of a synthesizer by interpolation of latent variables. In this paper, IAF were used as normalizing flows to perform the variational inference for learning meaningful latent space representation.

In [13–15] the authors proposed to use reference encoder to learn disentangling in latent space, the speaker embedding which is then used to derive speech signal for the desired speaker in a tacotron based speech synthesis system. On the other hand, we opted for a few shot learning approach in which speaker information is extracted using x-vector embeddings derived from the pretrained speaker recognition model [16]. We used the extracted x-vector embeddings to train a speaker encoder network to generate speaker representation for the multispeaker TTS system.

Several approaches have been proposed previously to transfer expressivity either by controlling the prosody parameters in latent space for speech synthesis or by transferring the expressivity using interpolation of conditional embeddings of speaker identity and prosody embedding [13–15,17–19]. In [20], the authors proposed a conditional VAE (CVAE) model for expressive audio-visual synthesis. The CVAE model is constrained for single speaker audio-visual synthesis. In our work, we present x-vector based speaker embedding, which paved the way to build a multi-speaker expressive TTS system. In our approach, IAF based acoustic model is conditioned on textual features along with speaker embedding. With this conditioning, we expect to extract emotion information in latent space representation.

Recently, deep metric learning is a popular approach to train the classifiers for computer vision applications [21,22]. Also, multiclass N-pair loss has shown superior performance compared to triplet loss or contrastive loss by considering one positive sample and $N − 1$ negative samples for $N$ classes [22]. For generating desired expressivity in synthesized speech, we need to have latent space representation clustered with respect to emotions. Thus, to disentangle latent space focusing on emotion as semantic information, we augment deep metric learning into variational inference [23]. In this paper, we presented multiclass N-pair loss along with variational inference performed by IAF as a deep flow metric learning tool to enhance the latent space representation of expressivity.

This paper focuses on multiclass N-pair loss in the acous-
tic model based on IAF. We use BLSTM neural network explicitly for predicting duration for each phoneme as explained in [24]. The paper is organized as: Section 2 describes multi-speaker TTS; Section 3 presents speaker embedding; Section 4 provides details about data preparation; Section 5 presents experimentation setup; Section 6 illustrates results, and Section 7 discusses conclusion.

2. Multispeaker expressive TTS

We describe our proposed IAF architecture in acoustic model and we used recurrent conditional variational autoencoder (RCVAE) model [25] as baseline system described in subsection 2.2.

2.1. Inverse autoregressive flow

The inverse autoregressive flow was introduced in 2017 [10], as a way to scale well to high-dimensional latent spaces as well as allowing faster inference. This family of flow has a series of cascaded inverse autoregressive transformation. The architecture for IAF model have three components namely encoder, IAF flow, and decoder as shown in figure 1. For given input \( x \), encoder network generates an hidden output \( h \). Then, hidden output \( h \) is given to feedforward neural network to obtain the \( \mu_0 \) and \( \sigma_0 \). The initial latent variable, \( z_0 \) is estimated by drawing random sample \( \varepsilon \sim N(0, I) \) for using the reparameterization as shown in (1). Afterward, \( z_0 \) along with hidden output \( h \) is provided to \( k \) steps of inverse autoregressive transformation to obtain flexible posterior probability distribution with latent variable \( z_k \), refer (2).

\[
\begin{align*}
    z_0 &= \mu_0 + \sigma_0 \odot \varepsilon \quad (1) \\
    z_k &= \mu_k + \sigma_k \odot z_{k-1} \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

For each step of flow transformation, neural network based flow designed to predict \( \mu_k \) and \( \sigma_k \), where latent variable from the previous flow step \( k - 1 \) and hidden output from the previous flow step are provided as an input. And amortization is performed using hidden output \( h \) as input to autoregressive networks of flow transformations [26]. These autoregressive transformations are invertible if \( \sigma_i > 0 \) condition is satisfied for \( i^{th} \) value of \( D \) dimension. Autoregressive structure of flow allows simple computation of the Jacobian determinant of each transformation as a change in global posterior probability density of encoder network denoted as \( \log Q(z_k | x) \), where \( z_k \) is output of last flow step. The equation (3) provides tractable change in probability density for which detailed derivation is provided in [10]. In this way, the flexible, tractable posterior distribution is created to perform the variational inference with the inverse autoregressive flow. Thus, ability of flexible distribution to fit closely to true posterior improves the performance of autoregressive model and depth of the chain.

\[
\log Q(z_k | x) = -\sum_{i=1}^{D} \left( \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_i^2 + \frac{1}{2} \log(2\pi) + \sum_{k=0}^{K} \log(\sigma_{k,i}) \right) \quad (3)
\]

2.2. Proposed model

We implemented BLSTM layers for designing encoder and decoder of IAF acoustic model. The output of encoder network is used to estimate initial mean \( \mu_0 \), initial variance \( \sigma_0 \), and hidden output \( h \). Afterward, \( z_0 \) along with hidden output \( h \) is given to IAF transformation to obtain \( z_k \) after \( k \) transformations. We have conditioned the decoder network with flow transformed \( z_k \) along with condition \( c \) corresponding to textual features, duration information, and speaker embedding. The decoder network generates predicted acoustic features \( \hat{x} \) as a output. During the training phase, \( \hat{x} \) is then used for computing the reconstruction loss, \( \log P(x | z, c) \). In the inference phase, we sample \( z_0 \) from latent space to obtain \( z_k \) after flow transformation. Then \( z_k \) is given to the decoder network with condition \( c \), to obtain acoustic features for speech synthesis using a vocoder. Therefore, choosing an appropriate latent variable is a crucial factor in generating appropriate expressivity in synthesized speech.

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{Loss} &= \mathbb{E}_z[\log P(x | z, c)] + \lambda \cdot \log Q(z_K | x) \\
    &+ \beta \cdot \log\left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \exp(z_1^i z_1^i - z_1^i z_1^i)\right) \quad (4)
\end{align*}
\]

We propose to add a multi-class N-pair loss criteria as deep metric learning to variational inference along with other losses. The multi-class N-pair loss enhances the latent representation compared to triplet loss by pushing away multiple negative samples at each backpropagation update step [22]. This results in increasing the intercluster distance from \( N - 1 \) negative samples and decreases the intracluster distance between positive samples and training examples. In this case, \( N \) refers to number of emotions, positive samples refer to latent variables from the same emotion class and negative samples correspond to latent variables sampled from different emotion classes.

The proposed multi-class N-pair loss function is applied to the initial latent variable \( z_0 \) before the flow transformation step. For \( N \) classes, \( z^+ \) is a positive sample and \( \{z^+_i\}_{i=1}^{N-1} \) samples are from negative classes as stated in equation (4). For sampling positive sample and negative samples, we used the pre-computed mean of latent variables for each emotion. The figure 2 b. and figure 2 d., clearly illustrates the improvement of latent representation of emotions after addition of multiclass N-pair loss. During the inference phase, means of latent variables for each emotions are pre-computed. This pre-computed mean is provided to decoder network to transfer the expressivity in desired speaker’s voice.

2.3. Baseline model

In this paper, we are investigating IAF model and comparing baseline model based on recurrent conditional variational autoencoder (RCVAE) [25] with IAF acoustic model. We modified the conventional RCVAE architecture to handle a speaker embedding for multispeaker TTS as well as multiclass n-pair loss as a deep metric learning tool for enhancing the latent representation of expressivity as a semantic information.

Variational autoencoders have components such as encoder, decoder and loss function. The loss function corresponds to
We used 4 speech corpora for developing our multispeaker expressions shown capability to represent speaker characteristics in speaker identity directly, experimentation with speaker embedding between the speakers of our French speech synthesis corpora. Even though speaker encoder is not trained to capture speaker identity directly, the speech corpora are Lisa [12], a We parameterized speech using the WORLD vocoder [31] with 187 acoustic features computed every 5 milliseconds, namely 180 spectral features as Mel generalized cepstrum coefficients (mgc), 3 log fundamental frequencies (lf0), 3 bandwidths (bap) and 1 value for voiced-unvoiced information (vuv). We applied z-normalization on extracted acoustic features from the WORLD vocoder. For converting French text to linguistic features (also known as context labels, dimension 180), SOJA-TTS tool (internally developed in our team) is used as a front-end text processor.

5. Experimentation

For implementing IAF and RCVAE architectures, we built the encoder network and the decoder network using 2 BLSTM layers of 256 hidden units each, a latent variable of 50 dimensions, a learning rate of 0.001, Adam optimizer initialized with default parameters and a batch size of 10. For training the RCVAE model, we added the $\lambda$ of 0.001 to the KL divergence loss term, and $\beta$ multiplication factor of 1.0 is added to the multiclass N-pair loss term. For IAF model, we used $\beta$ of value 1, while $\lambda$ factor of 0.025 is added to the multiclass N-pair loss term and incremented with 0.025 with each epoch. Both the baseline model and the IAF model are trained for 50 epochs. To ensure better convergence of model parameters multi-class N-pair loss was activated only after the first 5 epochs. In the inference phase, we used the mean of latent variables constituting given emotions as a latent variable to synthesize a particular emotion.

We implemented 5 layers of multilayer perceptron trained to discriminate 4 French speakers (corresponding to our speech synthesis corpora) with 512-256-128-64-16 hidden units. We provided input as extracted 512-dimensional x-vector to multilayer perceptron network. The network is trained using cross-entropy loss criteria, Adam optimizer, and 50 epochs of training. The speaker embeddings are generated by extracting the output of the last hidden layer of dimension 16.

6. Results

We computed mel cepstrum distortion (MCD) for objective evaluation of presented models for all the speakers as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, we conducted the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [32] perception test for subjective evaluation of proposed IAF based multi-speaker expressive text-to-speech synthesis system as well as for the RCVAE model. In the MOS perception test, each listener rated synthesized speech stimuli on a scale from 1 to 5 score, where 1 is bad and 5 is excellent, considering intelligibility, naturalness, and quality of the speech stimuli. The 12 French listeners participated in the perception test; each listener had to score 5 stimuli for each speaker-emotion pair randomly chosen from the test set. The results of the MOS test are shown in Table 2 with an associated 95% confidence intervals.

The listening experiment with RCVAE model shown that addition of N-pair loss significantly improves the speaker MOS and expressive MOS. An informal listening experiment leads to similar conclusion for IAF model and also figure 2 c. shows no visible clusters of emotion. Thus, we opted out IAF model.
without N-pair loss from the subjective evaluation. The IAF N-pair model shown better MOS values than other models, except Lisa speaker’s voice for which RCV AE N-pair model scored 3.1. The MOS score presented for Caroline speaker in Table 2 represents the average score obtained for Caroline’s neutral voice and for all Caroline emotions. Due to limited training data (1hr) for each emotion for Caroline’s voice, MOS score performance on Caroline’s speech synthesis is lower compared to other speakers.

We proposed speaker MOS and expressive MOS to evaluate the performance of the presented architecture for transfer of expressivity onto other speaker voices. In speaker MOS test, we directed listeners to assign a score regards to the similarity between a reference speaker speech stimuli and synthesized expressive speech in a range of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). Similarly, we also instructed listeners to score expressivity perceived in the synthesized expressive speech on a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). The score is assigned depending on the closeness of expressive characteristics in synthesized speech compared to reference expressive speech stimuli. 12 French listeners participated in a perception test, each listener scored 3 sets of stimuli for each target speaker-emotion pair. The results of expressive MOS and speaker MOS are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, with associated 95% confidence intervals.

Table 1: Objective evaluation using MCD results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE</td>
<td>5.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE+N-pair</td>
<td>5.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF+N-pair</td>
<td>5.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: MOS score for evaluation of Multi-speaker TTS system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOS</th>
<th>Caroline</th>
<th>Lisa</th>
<th>Siwis</th>
<th>Tundra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE+N-pair</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF+N-pair</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Speaker MOS score for evaluation of transfer of speaker characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker MOS</th>
<th>Lisa</th>
<th>Siwis</th>
<th>Tundra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCV AE+N-pair</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF+N-pair</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Speaker MOS score

Figure 4: Expressive MOS score

7. Conclusion

We presented inverse autoregressive flow model with deep metric learning to transfer the expressivity to desired speaker’s voice in multispeaker text-to-speech synthesis system. In our approach, the deep flow metric learning helped to enforce the better clustering of emotions in latent space representation. The presented work is the first approach that uses deep metric learning in an inverse autoregressive flow based variational inference. The obtained results show that the proposed framework enhances latent space representation in a multi-speaker expressive TTS system.

Thereafter, from the MOS scores, the x-vector based speaker embedding helps multispeaker TTS system to represent the speaker characteristics. The subjective evaluation conducted show that the proposed approach enhances ability to transfer the expressivity. In the future, we would like to implement a similar latent space representation in end-to-end TTS system for adapting expressivity in new speaker’s voice.
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